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Digital Operations is the core of Digital Transformation

IDC surveyed 225 carriers in APAC,
Latin America, the Middle East,
Africa, and Europe
about their transformation and operations.

Transformation Job #1: Digital Operations
TOP-LEVEL TRANSFORMATION GOALS:

Digitize operations

73%

Improve customer experience
Expand consumer offerings
Reduce capex
Decrease time to market
Expand enterprise offerings
Reduce OPEX

69.2%
64.5%
63.5%
60.3%
60.2%
59%

Done properly, digitization
enables both sides of
transformation: improving the
business and reducing costs.

Mobile remains the focus, but use cases are multiplying
Top market area priorities

Top infrastructure priorities

1-2 years:

1-2 years:

Mobile Voice and Data
IoT
Enterprise IT Services

Improving mobile broadband networks
Preparing for 5G
Changing the network for increased
video and entertainment offerings

3-5 years:

3-5 years:

Mobile Voice and Data
IoT
Security Services

Preparing for 5G
Improving mobile broadband networks
Changing the network for increased
video and entertainment offerings
It’s no mystery that 5G is coming, or that the loads
on mobile broadband networks are increasing
steadily. The newer story is VIDEO AND
ENTERTAINMENT, which are big parts of more and
more transformation plans – and create new
demands on customer experience and network
operations.

From an operational perspective, IoT drastically
expands the number of use cases to support,
many of them taking place at the network edge.
IT services and security also expand the
responsibilities of the Ops department.

Do carriers realize the true nature of transformation?
In any case, there are a variety
of challenges to overcome:

How long will
operations
transformation take?

%
50
say

3-4 years

57
% Monitoring service experience
56 and customer experience
% Redesigning our internal
53 organization to address new needs
% Skills shortages in our staff

IDC says: Really?

YES

you can make significant,
meaningful progress in that time

52% Redesigning processes to
match new technology and products
51% Addressing more business-oriented KPIs

24
say they’ll be
%

done in
six or less

BUT

Transformation is never really finished,
and that’s a good thing!
Fresh achievements unlock new
goals. Once you get to the top of
one mountain, you’ll see
a higher one to climb.

51% Difficulty proving RoI for changes in
operations or infrastructure

Operations transformation: Leverage Digital
Technology to Improve Operational Efficiency
Top Priorities, 1-2 years:

Provide service-level operations and assurance

Outsource management of the IT infrastructure

Decommission legacy technology; migrate services
and customers

Top Priorities, 3-5 years:

Provide service-level operations and assurance

Increase automation of infrastructure operations

Improve the analytics available to all parts of the business

Service-level operations are one of the

crucial themes of transformation, and will only
become more complex with increased
customization, dynamic service composition, and
more partners participating in the ecosystem.

How will operations departments handle this
exploding complexity? Not by adding more and more

staff: Outsourcing will experience a new wave of popularity,
especially on the datacenter side. Ultimately, Operations
will have to automate, and analytics are essential for
that automation.
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